
White Sandstone Abstract
Sculpture for Garden- The Hug-
3.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01730
Price: ₹50,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Garden
Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Sculpture, Modern Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone
Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

This abstract sculpture for the garden "The Hug" blends the shape and color of
nature with very man-made materials and is sure to garner attention from every
onlooker. Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 42 x 14 x 12 inch Height:
3.5 ft (approx.) Description:

It's a white abstract sculpture of a Hug for the garden.
This piece has a classy and elegant look that brings whimsy and fantasy to your upscale
yard, lawn, or garden.
Carving is a sculptural technique that involves using tools to shape a form by cutting or
scraping away from a solid material, like the above one made by the excellent artificer of
Odisha who is equally famous for its stone engraving internationally.

Placement suggestion of the abstract sculpture "The Hug":

Sculptures are designed to be part of a water feature that emulates a natural occurrence
as much as possible so placing one amid a fountain is visually appealing.
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This is an interesting sculpture that is sure to lend interest to this yard. It is a feature that
cannot be missed in the park, lawn, or garden.
Perhaps you would like your yard to look exotic or like a fantastic mythical land then don't
hesitate to incorporate it amid the flower bed.
These shapes are visually interesting and simple so that they can work in almost any
space even in your interior design.
Never miss to get the attention it deserves at night is to light it up. Placing spotlights on
your sculptures will highlight their importance in your yard’s design.
The juxtaposition of nature and manmade structures can make a great composition for a
sculpture. This stone incorporates a manmade component in the center of the lush green
grass.

Cleaning Technique for your garden statue:

Souse away the sculpture before starting cleaning the garden statue.
When it gets doused, rinse well with a sponge all over the surface until all amass is not
cleared.
When you are done with scrubbing and eliminating all dust and debris,  give the garden
statue a final bath & Let it air dry.

White Sandstone Abstract
Sculpture Couple Face for
Outdoor 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01729
Price: ₹40,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Sculpture
, Modern Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue
Manufacturer
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Product Description

The abstract sculpture couple face outdoor is a  modern piece that has a very sleek
and interesting appeal. This hardy and sturdy design can withstand the elements
and remain a part of this garden or landscaping for a long time. Material: Off-white
Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 20 x 11 inch Height: 3 ft (approx.) Description:

It's an off-white abstract sculpture, of a modern face of a couple.
Not all sculptures are designed to stand out, some, such as this one, are designed to blend
in and look natural in your decor theme of choice.
Offering carved modern art usually by carving, or assembled to form a visually interesting
three-dimensional shape given by the sculptor of the state of Odisha.

Placement of the abstract couple face:

The abstract sculpture will provide your space with plenty of character by exhibiting it on
your yard, garden, or lawn.
Appreciate the art, by placing sculptures that reflect these interests for the world to see in
the park, garden, or lawn.
This statue can easily add a touch of class and sophistication to your water feature like a
fountain.
combines them for an interesting piece that draws the eye and adds some potted plants to
the space.
 Place it in the center of your space of the yard, lawn garden, and have the rest of the yard
focused around that object.
Fantasy creatures like this abstract couple's face always make for an interesting and lovely
statement piece in your outdoor decor.
A patina can give your space an aged and historied feel. With a well-aged stone sculpture,
a space can be taken back to the time of old with class and elegance.
This is a piece that is sure to start conversations and draw a great deal of attention where
ever you incorporated it.
Placing a few sculptures around an area near the bench of a garden or park can make the
space feel more full.

Cleaning Technique for your garden statue:

Douse the sculpture before starting cleaning the garden statue.
When it gets doused, rinse well with a sponge all over the surface.
Once you are done with scrubbing and eliminating all dust and debris, again give a final
bath to the sculpture & Let it air dry.
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White Sandstone Peaceful
Resting Garden Buddha Statue
2.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01728
Price: ₹66,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Statue for Home Decor,
Buddha Statue Online for Home and Garden, Buddha
Stone Sculpture, White Sandstone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

What could be a better gift or a better option to bring home this buddha idol the
symbol of peace and serenity! The white sandstone peaceful resting garden Buddha
statue is available with CRAFTS ODISHA site to satisfy your every need for calmness. 
Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 30 x 18 x 10 inch Height: 2.5 ft
Description:

It's an off-white sculpture, of Lord Buddha, resting on his knee sitting over a pedestal.
The stone sculptures have given an off-white touch in a gentle way, which represents a
journey of transition and stimulates feelings of reflection.
A magnificent piece of a hand-crafted statue created by the efficient Craftmanship of
Odisha sculptors.

Some suggestions for disposition of the home garden statue of Lord Buddha:

A Garden, lawn, or park is a place where you can sit and observe a blossom, a branch, the
shape of a rock, or the curves of circles in the sand for hours, so exhibit the sculpture there
to unwind after a hard day’s work.
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When a pathway is used for a statue, they encourage mindfulness, opt for natural stone
and keep lines curved.
Place it in your yard, lawn, park, and garden around your plot in peace, taking in the
surrounding nature and basking in the greenery of nearby foliage.
The sound and sight of water are automatically soothing, which is why a fountain is a great
addition to displaying near sculptures.
Surrounding the sculpture with smooth pebbles and then bordered in fine gravel, this
sandy-hued style complements the landscape well.
Try adding a small Acer or two nearby, too. It will bring a touch of color to the scene, whilst
its gentle sway in the breeze will enhance the feelings of peacefulness.

Cleaning Technique of the Resting Garden Buddha statue:

By using a hose or pipe douse the home garden statue as a whole.
Now when it got drenched scrub the surface using a sponge or soft cloth.
Again give the home garden statue a final bath & let it air dry. Or you can use a towel to
dry the home garden statue.

Dhyana Mudra Meditation
Buddha Statue from Off White
Sandstone 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01727
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Statue
for Home Decor, Buddha Statue Online for Home and
Garden, Buddha Stone Sculpture, White Sandstone
Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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The Dhyana mudra makes this Buddha statue an excellent choice for meditation
areas in your alter. The Dhyana Mudra Meditation Buddha statue from off white
Sandtone statue that highlights its rich detailing throughout. Material: Off-white
Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 25 x 12 inch Height: 3ft Position: Sitting About
the rustic garden statue of Dhyana Mudra of Lord Buddha:

It's a statue of Gautama Buddha in Dhyana Mudra.
Lord Buddha is sitting on a square plinth in the lotus pose.
In this form Buddha is seen sitting with his legs folded, face up and hands lying on the lap.
 His eyes are partially closed as he is in deep meditation.

Buddha:

Buddha means the "Enlighted one".
Born as a prince with the name of Siddhartha Gautama in Kapilavastu.
His life takes a massive turn at the age of 29  when he is faced with the suffering of the
world.
He left the luxurious life and meditated under a Bodhi tree to find the answer.
His preservice was answered after 6 years of meditation.
Rest of his life he spent teaching others after attaining enlightenment.

Add some peace and tranquil atmosphere to your garden:

A blossom tree is always a welcome addition to any garden, and incorporating the
meditation Buddha statue near it will enhance the tranquil feeling in the environment.
Fine gravel or sand is one of the most common features, to emplace the statue.
To recreate the authentic look, add a dedicated gravel area to your plot, perhaps with a
border of larger rocks around the sculpture.
A central tree, such as this impressive Acer, can make a striking focal point and is a means
to get creative with sculpture.
 try a circular pattern around a sculpture, whilst the rest of the area can be raked into
orderly straight lines for a gentle contrast.
Add positioning large stones and rocks as focal features in your plot. They will provide a
sculptural element in a naturalistic way.

Benefits of the meditating Buddha garden statue:

You will achieve inner peace by meditating Buddha statue.
It reduces stress, anxiety, and depression.
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Also, bring peace and harmony to your home and life and unusual problems will fall away.

Tips for cleaning the meditation Buddha statue:

The procedure should start with housing the statue first.
When the statue gets wet scrub and rinses t well with a sponge or cotton cloth.
Once done with rinsing and cleaning all amass, now give the statue a final shower and let
it air dry.

Off White Sandstone Modern
Garden Meditation Sculpture 3
ft
Read More
SKU: 01726
Price: ₹40,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Stone
Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Make this Off White modern garden meditation sculpture become the star of your
Garden. It doesn't just feel quiet and calm, but it looks effortlessly sophisticated,
too. Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 27 x 14 inch Height: 3 ft
Description:

It's an off-white abstract sculpture, of a modern meditating structure.
The stone sculptures have given an off-white touch following a more simplistic approach.
Every sculpture has some uniqueness on its own, which was given by the efficient and
expert hands of the sculptors of Odisha.

Placement of the meditation sculpture:
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Exhibit among garden with rock tiles, pebbles, tree stumps, greenery, grasses, and a tall
tree idea will be so powerful.
Black and white pebbles, with rock and a red maple mini tree at the entrance, will make
the space look drop-dead gorgeous.
White pebbles, bold blooms, shrubs, and mini maples are surefire ways to make your
outdoor space feel calm.
To encourage contemplation and feelings of peace, display the sculpture near a water
feature.
With a stone and moss lantern for creating a lovely Japanese space.
Incorporating it under a  Japanese-style tree in front of the entrance will be so eye-
catching.

Cleaning Technique of your stone sculptures:

Start cleaning the stone sculptures by pre-wetting the statue.
When the statue is souse, scrub the stone sculpture, using a sponge or soft bristle brush
over the surface.
After scrubbing give the statue a final shower, and let it air dry.
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